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METHOD AND ARRANGEMENT FOR 
FAILURE HANDLING IN ANETWORK 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to failure handling in a tree 
structure network. 

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART 

Networks, such as Ethernet networks, for exchanging 
information include nodes interconnected by links. A connec 
tion that is set up between a pair of end nodes in the network 
can suddenly fail. Methods have been developed to first detect 
the failing connection and then restore it. 

“Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) was the first resiliency 
method for Ethernet, which was mainly developed for avoid 
ing loops to avoid circulation of broadcast messages. STP 
also provides path redundancy by the activation of unused 
links. In case of link failure, a former backup link is activated 
in order to reach the separated network segment. The con 
struction of the spanning tree begins with the election of the 
rootbridge among the bridges. The rest of the bridges calcu 
late the shortest distance to the rootbridge. The port providing 
this shortest path to the root bridge is the root port. The 
bridges exchange spanning tree control information in Bridge 
Protocol Data Unit (BPDU) messages. The main drawback of 
STP is its slow convergence. The failover time is in the order 
often seconds, typically from 30 to 60 seconds, and depends 
on the number of network devices. A further drawback of STP 
is that it is hardly controllable. That is, the first tree can be 
configured but the tree formed after a failure is not predict 
able. 

“Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) was the next step 
in the evolution of Ethernet resiliency protocols. It keeps the 
terminology and most of the parameters same as in STP. The 
most important difference to STP is that the number of pos 
sible operational states of ports is reduced from five to three 
states. Furthermore, message handling in a port does not 
depend on the role it plays in the spanning tree. BPDUs 
remained in the same format, just a few changes were intro 
duced, i.e. all bits of the flag byte are used. One of the draw 
backs of STP is that non-rootbridges only generate BPDUs 
when a BPDU arrives on their root port. As opposed to this, in 
RSTP every bridge generates so-called hello BPDUs in a 
predefined time interval, e.g. in every 2 seconds. Further 
more, a faster aging is applied for protocol information, i.e. it 
is immediately aged out if hellos are not received in three 
consecutive hello periods. Thus BPDUs are used as a keep 
alive mechanism between bridges, which makes the recovery 
faster. The convergence time of RSTP is reduced to the order 
of seconds So it is still not applicable in carrier grade net 
works. 

EtheReal is a protocol that also aims to provide fast Span 
ning tree reconfiguration and fault detection. The failure 
detection mechanism of EtheReal uses periodic hello mes 
sages between neighbours to indicate that the source of the 
message is alive. If consecutive hello messages fail to arrive 
then it is assumed that the connection has broken down and 
the construction of a new spanning tree begins. In EtheReal, 
all the connections going through the failed link are termi 
nated and are re-established after a new spanning tree is 
rebuilt. The main drawback of EtheReal is that standard Eth 
ernet switches do not support it while all network nodes have 
to be EtheReal aware for proper operation. Furthermore, it 
cannot be as fast as an architecture using precalculated Span 
ning trees. 
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2 
Failure detection could also be based on the recently devel 

oped “Bidirectional Forwarding Detection' (BFD) protocol. 
BFD was first developed for checking connectivity between 
neighbours and it was later extended to a protocol “BFD for 
multihop paths”. However, BFD has not been developed for 
Ethernet yet. Furthermore, a point-to-point BFD would need 
to be run between each edge nodes of the network to detect all 
possible link failures, which may load the network too exces 
sively. 
With the spreading use of Virtual LANs (VLAN) it become 

obvious that the existing standard was not adequate as the 
same STP instance does not suit for all VLANs. Therefore, 
“Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (MSTP) was developed 
by IEEE. MSTP merges the best features of RSTP and 
VLAN. 
The main improvement introduced by MSTP is that several 

VLANs can be assigned to a single spanning tree instance. 
These instances are independent of each other if there are 

more than one. The maximum number of spanning tree 
instances depends on the Ethernet Switches; it can even reach 
a thousand instances. Thus, MSTP reduces the number of 
spanning tree instances required to Support a large number of 
VLANs. Furthermore, load balancing is also possible with 
MSTP by providing multiple paths. In addition to this, the 
division of an Ethernet network into regions is also possible, 
which makes large networks more tractable by reducing the 
size of the spanning trees. Thus MSTP scales better than its 
ancestors but its convergence is not better than that of RSTP. 
The properties of MSTP raise the idea of a fault tolerant 

approach that is based on MSTP. This idea is also applied in 
Viking system, where, spanning trees are constructed such 
that there are at least two Switching paths for any end-node 
pair in two different spanning trees, which do not share inter 
mediate links or nodes. Each spanning tree instance corre 
sponds to a particular VLAN, thus explicit selection of a 
VLAN results in implicit selection of a spanning tree. In case 
of failures end-nodes have to change the VLAN in order to 
select an alternate path. The failure detection is based on the 
support provided by network switches. Each switch in the 
network is configured to send SNMP traps to the Central 
Manager in case of failures. Even though this method relies 
on standard Ethernet Switches, it requires a fault management 
centre, which is not cost efficient and which slows down the 
failover procedure. The Central Manager is a central server, 
which is responsible for the overall operation of the network 
including fault handling. After failure notification, the central 
server finds out which VLANs are affected and informs the 
end-nodes about the necessary reconfiguration in order to use 
the backup VLAN. Each of the end-nodes has to run a client 
module, which is responsible for VLAN selection during 
operation. Clients also invoke load measurements of which 
results are sent periodically to the Central Manager. Thus, 
there is a centrally co-ordinated traffic management using the 
constructed spanning trees. The failover time provided by this 
system is slightly below a second. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A main problem with the above-mentioned technology of 
today in network failure handling is that today's methods are 
too slow. These methods have a failure detection time in the 
order of a second and more, which is unacceptable for real 
time applications. 

Another problem is that many of the above-mentioned 
today's methods will cause a heavy traffic load in the net 
works. 
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Still a problem is that some of the today's methods are not 
standard compliant with e.g. Ethernet Switches. 
A further problem is that some methods are not robust 

enough, e.g. systems whose fault handling is centrally man 
aged. 

Still another problem is that some fault detection systems 
are applicable only on point-to-point connections and not on 
the breakdown of a spanning tree. 

Inbrief the problems are solved in the following manner. In 
a network with a number of nodes there are configured virtual 
local area networks, VLANs, each VLAN connecting prede 
termined ones of the nodes. Broadcast alive messages are sent 
at regular intervals to check whether the VLANs are alive. 
The nodes register whether the alive messages arrive, and 
when an expected message is missing abroadcast notification 
is sent to other ones of the nodes. After this notification these 
nodes will know which of the VLANs that are unusable at the 
moment. 

Somewhat more in detail the problems are solved in the 
following manner. Multiple of the VLANs are used and the 
topologies of the VLANs are configured such that at least one 
of the VLANs remains, which VLAN provides connectivity 
in case of any single failure in the network. A number of the 
network nodes are edge nodes and some of the edge nodes are 
dedicated to broadcast the alive messages regularly on the 
VLANs. The edge nodes listen to these messages on the 
different VLANs. If one of the listening nodes will miss an 
expected one of the alive messages on one of the VLANs, the 
node indicates that the actual VLAN is unusable at the 
moment by broadcasting a notification message to the other 
edge nodes on the VLANs. 
A purpose with the present invention is to provide fast 

failure handling in a network. 
Another purpose is that the handling will only slightly 

increase the traffic load in the network. 
A further purpose is that the handling can be made com 

pliant with present standards. 
Still another purpose is that the handling will be robust and 

simple in operation. 
A purpose is also that the handling will be applicable on 

networks with spanning trees. 
A main advantage with the inventive failure handling is that 

it is fast. 
Another advantage is that the inventive failure handling is 

simple and will only slightly increase the traffic load in the 
network. 
A further advantage is that the inventive failure handling 

can be made compliant with present standards and standard 
internal nodes. 

Still an advantage is that the inventive failure handling is 
distributed in the network, which contributes to that it will be 
robust and reliable. 

Still another advantage is that the inventive failure han 
dling is applicable on spanning trees in networks. 

Advantages are also that the inventive failure handling will 
use only a few messages which are of only a few different 
types. 

The invention will now be described more in detail with the 
aid of embodiments and with reference to the following fig 
U.S. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1a shows an overview of a network with a set of 
failure handling messages; 

FIG.1b shows the network with an alternative set of failure 
handling messages: 
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4 
FIGS. 2 a, b, c and d show time diagrams for failure 

handling in the network; 
FIGS. 3a, b, c and d show time diagrams for an alternative 

failure handling in the network; 
FIGS. 4,5 and 6 show each a flow chart for failure handling 

in the network; 
FIGS. 7a and b show each a block diagram over an emitter 

node in the network; 
FIGS. 8a and b show each a block diagram over a notifier 

node in the network; and 
FIGS. 9a and b show each a block diagram over a node 

with no special role in the network. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

In FIG. 1a is shown an example of a simple Ethernet 
network NW1 in connection with which the present failure 
handling will be described. In the network four switching 
nodes SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4 are shown and also four 
edge nodes EN1, EN2, EN3 and EN4 are shown. The nodes 
are all interconnected by links, of which only one link L1 is 
shown to keep the figure simple. The network NW1 shown in 
FIG. 1a is just a simplified example network for illustration. 
Naturally, the present invention can be applied in wide net 
works having several internal nodes and edge nodes. The 
network NW1 has further nodes which are not shown in the 
figure and a further part of the network is only hinted by a 
dash-dotted contour line and a link C1. Three spanning trees 
are defined in the example network NW1, a first spanning tree 
ST1 shown in continuous lines between the nodes, a second 
spanning tree ST2 in dashed lines and a third spanning tree 
ST3 in dotted lines. To each of the spanning trees ST1, ST2, 
ST3 is assigned a virtual local area network VLAN1, VLAN2 
and VLAN3 respectively. The network NW1 has the task to 
transport frames, exemplified by frames of a traffic message 
M1. 

Also in FIG. 1b the network NW1 is shown. The FIGS. 1a 
and 1b differ in that they have failures in different places, as 
will be described in detail later. 

In the network NW1, and similar networks, failures can 
araise that prevent the frames of the traffic message M1 to 
reach their destination. It can be any type of failure, e.g. a 
failing Switch or a failing connection. For the functioning of 
the network it is essential that the failure can be detected so 
that affected nodes can be notified and stop their sending of 
messages. Also, when the failure is repaired the nodes shall be 
notified to start sending again. 
As mentioned above several state-of-the-art methods are 

available for such failure handling. They all suffer from dif 
ferent drawbacks Such as they are slow, they generate a heavy 
traffic load, are not standard compliant or they are not robust 
enough. 

In connection with FIGS. 1a and 1b it will be described an 
embodiment of failure handling, that will overcome the above 
drawbacks. It is a distributed failure handling mechanism for 
Ethernet architectures or other packet switched networks that 
apply tree-based forwarding and it provides resiliency with 
the multiple spanning trees ST1, ST2 and ST3 calculated in 
advance. All the spanning trees connect each of the network 
nodes EN1 to EN4 and SW1 to SW4, they only differ in the 
contained links as appear from the figure. The architecture 
includes the standard Ethernet switches SW1 to SW4 that are 
available on the market. The extra functionalities that are 
needed for providing fault detection and resiliency are imple 
mented in the edge nodes EN1 to EN4 of the Ethernet network 
NW1. In the present embodiment the edge nodes are IP rout 
ers. The multiple spanning trees ST1, ST2 and ST3 are 
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applied for providing protection Switching, and the trees are 
implemented with the help of VLANs or the protocol MSTP. 
The spanning trees are static and are configured in the net 
work Such that there remains at least one complete spanning 
tree in the case of a single failure in any of the network 
elements. One of the virtual LANs VLAN1, VLAN2 and 
VLAN3 is assigned to the respective one of the spanning 
trees, as mentioned. Traffic forwarding to the respective span 
ning tree can be controlled with the help of VLAN IDs in the 
edge nodes EN1 to EN4. That is, in the embodiment protec 
tion switching becomes VLAN switching in the network 
NW1. In the present description there is a one-to-one corre 
spondence between the VLANs and the spanning trees. In the 
example network NW1 shown in FIGS. 1a and 1 ball the three 
spanning trees ST1, ST2, ST3 are needed to make it possible 
to handle any single failure that can appear in the network. 

In the case of a failure each of the edge nodes EN1 to EN4 
need to stop forwarding frames, such as the frames of the 
traffic message M1, to the affected spanning trees. Therefore, 
a protocol is needed for failure detection and for informing all 
edge nodes about the identities of the VLAN:s which are 
affected by a specific failure. A failure handling method will 
be described in the following. First an embodiment of the 
failure handling will be described more broadly and then 
detailed examples will be given in connection with the net 
work NW1 in FIGS. 1a, 1b, FIG. 2 and FIG. 3. 
A new approach is proposed for the handling of faults in the 

networks. In the embodiment faults are handled with the aid 
of spanning trees in the networks, such as the spanning trees 
ST1 to ST3 in the network NW1. The networks are, more 
generally spoken, packet Switched networks where tree 
topologies are used for traffic forwarding, e.g. Ethernet net 
works. In this new approach broadcast messages are utilized 
to check whether one of the spanning trees is alive or not, to 
decrease traffic and processing load as much as possible. 
Therefore, Some of the edge nodes are configured to send a 
broadcast message in each VLAN regularly. All other nodes 
register the arrival of these messages and Some nodes are 
dedicated to promptly send broadcast notification about unus 
able VLANs, if needed in all VLANs. After the broadcasted 
notification, each edge node will know which VLANs are 
unusable. The detailed operation of failure detection will be 
described in the following. 

In the present embodiment three types of messages are 
used: 

alive: These messages are broadcasted periodically accord 
ing to a predefined keep alive period KAP in each 
VLAN. 

failure: These messages are broadcasted in each unaffected 
VLAN when a failure is detected and contains the ID of 
the broken VLAN. 

repaired: These messages are broadcasted in at least the 
broken VLAN and possibly in each VLAN, for the noti 
fication of the failure reparation. 

The edge nodes play one of the following roles: 
emitter: An edge node which periodically broadcasts the 

alive messages. 
notifier: An edge node which broadcasts the failure mes 

Sages promptly when it detects failure and also broad 
casts the repaired messages when it detects failure repa 
ration. 

In an alternative some of the edge nodes are the abovemen 
tioned fast notifier nodes, which promptly broadcast the fail 
ure messages. Another part of the edge nodes are also notifiers 
but are somewhat slower and broadcast the failure messages 
not promptly but within the same keep alive period KAP as it 
detects the failure. 
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6 
no special role: An edge node which broadcasts the failure 

message if it detects failure in one keep alive period and 
then detects that the failure message is missing in the 
following keep alive period. It is neither an emitter node, 
nor an notifier node. 

There are at least two emitter edge nodes in the network, 
which periodically broadcast alive messages in each VLAN 
according to the keep alive period. These messages are sent 
out within a short time, almost the same time, in one VLAN 
after the other. Thus, alive messages have to arrive within a 
short—topology dependent interval called detection inter 
val, to each edge node in all VLANs. Edge nodes have to 
observe the arrival of messages, for example they maintain a 
table where the arrival of alive messages is marked. A timer is 
started when the first message arrived. If the arrival of one or 
more alive messages is not marked in the table within the 
detection interval then the corresponding VLANs are consid 
ered as broken. Note that as many alive messages are expected 
in each of the VLANs as there are emitter nodes in the net 
work. Alledge nodes Supervise the arriving of alive messages. 
There are a few notifier edge nodes, which broadcast a failure 
message after detecting a failure in each VLAN, which con 
tains the ID of the broken VLAN or VLANs. Each edge node 
receives failure messages so all of them will be notified about 
the failure. The number of nodes that broadcast notification 
messages is limited in order to avoid too large traffic load after 
a failure. However, the network should be prepared for the 
case when notifiers cannot notify the others about the failure. 
Therefore, if an edge node, which is neither notifier nor emit 
ter, detects a failure based on the missing arrival of an alive 
message and it does not receive the expected failure notifica 
tion before the end of the next detection interval then this node 
broadcasts a failure message as well. The emitter nodes 
always broadcast the alive messages in all VLANs even if a 
failure is detected before. If the failure is repaired then the 
edge node that detected the failure will also detect the repa 
ration because it receives again the formerly missing alive 
messages. Thus, the edge node can notify the others by broad 
casting a repaired message to the others, which contains the 
ID of the repaired VLAN so traffic can be sent to it again. The 
edge node that sends repaired message can either be a notifier 
or other edge node that detected the failure. Another possi 
bility to avoid high traffic load after failure is that the network 
has the emitter and fast notifiers as above but the other edge 
nodes are the slow notifier nodes. They broadcast the failure 
message faster than the nodes with no special role but not as 
promptly as the fast notifier nodes. 
The above more broadly described embodiment of failure 

handling in a network will now be described in detail for the 
network NW1 in connection with the accompanying figures. 
In the example the node EN3 is one of the emitters, the node 
EN2 is one of the notifiers and the nodes EN1 and EN4 are of 
the other type having no special role. 

FIG. 2 shows the situation when the notifier node EN2, 
notes a failure and sends a failure message. In the example the 
failure is that the connection between the nodes EN3 and 
SW3 is down for the spanning tree ST2. The failure is marked 
in FIG. 1a by an X and is referenced by CD1. 

FIGS. 2 a, b, c, d are time diagrams with the time refer 
enced by T. FIG. 2a shows that the emitter node EN3 trans 
mits alive messages A1, A2 and A3 for the spanning trees 
ST1, ST2 and ST3 on the respective VLANs VLAN1, 
VLAN2 and VLAN3. These messages are also denoted in 
FIG. 1a. The alive messages are broadcasted within a very 
short period of time TI, almost the same moment, and are 
repeated periodically at the beginning of every keep alive 
period referenced KAP. In the uppermost part of the alive 
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messages is denoted by the numbers 1,2 and 3 on which of the 
VLANs the messages are broadcasted. In the middle the 
message type is denoted, in FIG.2a an alive message, and at 
the lower part is denoted which of the VLANs the message 
concerns. It should be noted that the time interval TI is much 
shorter than the detection interval DI and much shorter than 
can be supposed from the FIG.2a. 

FIG.2b shows that the notifier node EN2 receives the alive 
messages A1, A2, A3 in the detection intervals DI. The receiv 
ing is shifted a small amount of time AT1 due to a signal run 
time in the network. In the two first of the detection intervals 
DI all the alive messages are received but in the third detection 
interval only the alive messages A1 and A3 are received due to 
the failure CD1. The notifier node EN2 now notifies, via the 
VLAN VLAN2, that there is a failure in the spanning tree 
ST2. 

FIG. 2C shows that the notifier node EN2 sends failure 
messages F1 and F3 immediately after the third detection 
interval. In the uppermost part of the messages is denoted the 
identity, 1 respective 3, for the VLANs on which the messages 
arrived. In the middle the type of message, failure, is denoted. 
At the lower part is denoted which of the VLAN:s the mes 
sage concerns, in the example VLAN2. As appears from FIG. 
2b that the failure is repaired immediately and the notifier 
node EN2 receives all the alive messages A1, A2, A3 in the 
fourth of the detection intervals DI. The notifier node EN2 
therefore sends repair messages R1, R2 and R3 on the 
VLAN:s VLAN1, VLAN2 and VLAN3. In the example the 
repair messages are sent one keep alive period after the failure 
messages to inform that VLAN2 works again and the Span 
ning tree ST2 is fully in duty. In an alternative the notifier 
node EN2 sends only the repair message R2 on the repaired 
VLAN VLAN2. This is not shown in the figure. The advan 
tage with this embodiment is a lower traffic load caused by the 
failure handling. 

FIG. 2d shows the messages which the other nodes EN1 
and EN4 receive. In the first two detection intervals the nodes 
receive the alive messages A1, A2, A3. The receiving is 
shifted still a small amount of time AT2. In the third detection 
interval the nodes receive only the alive messages A1 and A3 
and within the same keep alive period KAP they receive the 
failure messages F1 and F3. In the following keep alive period 
the nodes EN1 and EN4 receive all the alive messages A1, A2, 
A3 and also the repair messages R1,R2 and R3. In this way 
the other nodes are notified via the VLANs VLAN1, VLAN2 
and VLAN3 when a failure has arised in one of the spanning 
trees SP1, SP2 or SP3 and when the failure is repaired so that 
all the spanning trees are fully in duty. 

FIG.3 shows the situation when it is one of the other nodes 
with no special role, node EN4 in the network NW1, that 
notes a failure and sends a failure message. In the example the 
failure is that the connection between the nodes SW1 and 
SW3 is down for the spanning tree ST2. The failure is marked 
in FIG.1b by an X and is referenced by CD2. It is emphasized 
that it is the same network NW1 in both FIGS. 1a and 1b. 

FIGS. 3 a, b, c, d are time diagrams with the time refer 
enced by Tas above. The diagrams for the different nodes are 
time shifted by periods AT3 and AT4 respectively. FIG. 3a 
shows that the emitter node EN3 transmits the alive messages 
A1, A2 and A3 for the spanning trees ST1, ST2 and ST3 on the 
respective VLANs VLAN1, VLAN2 and VLAN3. These 
alive messages are also denoted in FIG. 1b. The messages are 
broadcasted as described in FIG.2a and also the content of the 
messages is denoted as in this figure. 

FIG. 3b shows that the node EN4 receives all the alive 
messages A1, A2, A3 in the first of the detection intervals DI. 
In the second detection interval of the second keep alive 
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8 
period KAP only the alive messages A1 and A3 are received 
due to the failure CD2. No failure message is received in the 
second keep alive period KAP. In the third detection interval 
the message A2 is still missing and no failure message is 
received before the end of this third detection inteval. Observe 
that the failure CD2 does not prevent the notifier node EN2 to 
receive all the alive messages A1, A2 and A3, as can be 
understood from FIG. 1b. 

FIG. 3C shows the actions of the node EN2. When it 
receives only the alive messages A1 and A3 in the second 
detection interval it waits for the failure messages F1 and F3 
as described in connection with FIG. 2d. No failure message 
arrives, as described in FIG. 3b. The node EN4 therefore 
broadcasts the failure messages F1 and F3 in the third keep 
alive period KAP on the VLANs VLAN1 and VLAN3. 
As appears from FIG. 3b the failure CD2 was repaired 

during the end of the third keep alive period KAP and the node 
EN4 receives all the alive messages A1, A2, A3 in the fourth 
detection interval. When it receives all the alive messages also 
in the fifth detection interval the node EN4 broadcasts the 
repair messages R1, R2, R3 in the fifth keep alive period, as 
shown in FIG. 3c. 

FIG. 3d shows what happens in the notifier node EN2. In 
the first two detection intervals DI it receives all the alive 
messages A1, A2, A3. Also in the third detection interval DI it 
receives all the alive messages but in the third keep alive 
period KAP it also receives the failure messages F1 and F3. 
The node then stops to transmit message frames of e.g. the 
traffic message M1 to the VLAN VLAN2. In the fourth detec 
tion interval the node EN2 still receives all the alive messages 
just as in the fifth detection interval. In the fifth keep alive 
period the notifier node EN2 receives the repair messags R1, 
R2, R3 and can start again to transmit message frames of the 
traffic message M1 to the VLAN VLAN2. 
When also the rest of the edge nodes of the network NW1 

receive the failure messages F1, F3 they stop to transmit the 
message frames, such as the frames of the traffic message M1, 
on the failure reported VLAN, in the example VLAN2. When 
the repair message arrive the nodes start to transmit frames of 
the traffic message M1 again. It should be noted, however, 
that the emitter nodes always broadcast the alive messages 
A1, A2, A3 in all the VLANs even if they have received the 
failure message before. 
A further embodiment is shown briefly in FIG. 3. In this 

embodiment the network NW1 has the node EN3 as one of the 
emitters and the node EN2 as one of the notifiers, as in the 
description above. The difference is that the nodes EN1 and 
EN4 now have the role of the abovementioned slow notifiers 
instead of being the node with no special role. The slow 
notifiers have a larger detection interval than the fast notifiers, 
at most as long as the keep alive period KAP. Thus failure 
detection can be done in one single keep alive period. The 
slow notifier EN4 receives all the alive messages A1, A2 and 
A3 in the first keep alive period but only the two alive mes 
sages A1 and A3 in the second keep alive period, as shown in 
FIG. 3b. In FIG. 3c is briefly shown in dashed lines that the 
slow notifier EN4 broadcasts the failure messages F1 and F3 
in the second keep alive period. The failure messages are not 
sent promptly but at the end of the second keep alive period. 
This is slower than for the ordinary notifier node EN2 in FIG. 
2c but faster than for the node with no special role. The 
repaired messages are sent from the slow notifier node when 
all the alive messages appear again, which is not shown in the 
figure. A network in which a minor part of the edge nodes are 
fast notifiers and the rest of the edge nodes, except the emit 
ters, are slow notifiers has the advantage that the failure 
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detection becomes rather fast for all failures and still the 
traffic load caused by the failure detection is acceptably low. 
As noted above all the emitter nodes of the network trans 

mit the alive messages for all the VLANs. All these alive 
messages are expected to reach the notifier nodes and the 
other nodes with no special role. In FIGS. 2 and 3 are however 
shown the alive messages broadcasted from only the emitter 
node EN3 and the influence on the different messages by the 
failures CD1 and CD2. 

In connection with FIG. 2 and FIG.3 the failures CD1 and 
CD2 are mentioned. It is also mentioned that the failures 
concern the connections and not the line itself. The described 
failure detection method naturally also detects failures on the 
line, but then the time for repair will be longer than what is 
shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. 
The edge nodes have to observe and register the arrival of 

the failure detection messages. One implementation possibil 
ity for this purpose is maintaining tables to follow the arrival 
of the messages. These tables are the basis for the failure 
handling messages, i.e. it is decided based on these tables if a 
new message has to be broadcasted. 
The emitter nodes do not need to maintain any table. 
The notifier nodes maintain a table for the registration of 

the alive messages. Table 1 shows the alive message table in 
the notifier node EN2 if the failure CD1 happens. 

TABLE 1. 

Registration table for alive messages 

Alive message VLAN1 VLAN2 VLAN3 

The one before previous Arrived Arrived Arrived 
detection interval 
Previous detection Arrived Lost Arrived 
interval 
This detection interval Arrived Arrived Arrived 

The edge nodes having no special role have to register the 
arrival of the alive messages and also the arrival of the failure 
messages. 

Table 2 shows the table for failure messages maintained in 
the node EN4 when the failure CD1 happens. The node 
receives the failure messages F1 and F3 as shown in FIG. 2d. 

TABLE 2 

Registration table for failure messages 

Failure message VLAN1 VLAN2 VLAN3 

The one before previous 
detection interval 
Previous detection Arrived 
interval 
This detection interval 

However the Table 2 is empty in the node EN4 when the 
failure CD2 happens, which triggers the node EN4 to broad 
cast the failure message of FIG.3c indicating the breakdown 
of the VLAN VLAN2. 

In the FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 will be given examples on the 
implementation of the edge nodes. 

FIG.7 shows block diagrams over the emitter node EN3. In 
FIG. 7a the node has an interface 71 for upper layer traffic and 
an interface 72 for lower layer traffic. A traffic message block 
73 is connected to the network via the interfaces 71 and 72. A 
failure control block 74 is connected to a clock 75, a broad 
casting block 76 and a message selecting block 77. The latter 
sends the traffic messages M1 to the traffic message block 73 
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10 
in an alternative N1 and in an alternative Y1 it sends failure 
protocol messages such as F1 and R1 to the failure control 
block 74. The emitter edge node's main task is to broadcast 
the alive messages A1, A2 and A3 periodically from the 
broadcasting block 76. This is scheduled by the failure con 
trol block 74 based on the clock 75. As the message selecting 
block 77 sends the traffic messages to the block 73 the user 
traffic is not affected by the failure detection protocol. The 
failure control block 74 has another important task despite of 
its role in the failure detection protocol: It controls the VLAN 
Switching, i.e. it manages the handling of failure and repair 
ment. In FIG.7b is shown an alternative which only describes 
the failure handling parts in the emitter node. The node lacks 
the traffic message block 73 and has interfaces 71b and 72b 
for upper and lower layer data units. The rest of the blocks are 
the same as in FIG. 7a. 

FIG. 8 shows block diagrams over the notifier node EN2. 
FIG. 8a shows that, in the same way as the emitter node, the 
node EN2 has an interface 81 for upper layer traffic and an 
interface 82 for lower layer traffic. A traffic message block 83 
is connected to the network via the interfaces 81 and 82. A 
failure control block 84 is connected to a clock 85, a broad 
casting block 86 and a message selecting block 87. The latter 
sends the traffic messages M1 to the traffic message block 83 
in an alternative N2 and in an alternative Y2 it sends failure 
protocol messages such as F1 and R1 to the failure control 
block 84. The notifier node EN2 also has a registration block 
88 which contains the abovedescribed Table 1. The notifier 
node leaves the regular traffic unchanged. The notifier node 
does not broadcast the alive messages A1, A2 and A3 but 
follows the arrival of these messages with the aid of the table 
1, as described above. However the notifier node broadcasts 
from the broadcasting block 86 the failure messages F1, F3 or 
the repaired messages R1, R2, R3 if a failure appears or 
disappears, respectively. As with the emitter node EN3 the 
failure control block 84 in the notifier node EN2 controls the 
VLAN switching. In FIG. 8b is shown an alternative which 
only describes the failure handling parts in the notifier node. 
The node lacks the traffic message block 83 and has interfaces 
81b and 82b for upper and lower layer data units. The rest of 
the blocks are the same as in FIG. 8a. 

FIG.9 shows block diagrams over the node EN4 having no 
special role. This node takes action when the notifier nodes do 
not fulfil their role in the failute handling. In FIG. 9a is shown 
that, in the same way as the notifier node, the node EN4 has an 
interface 91 for upper layer traffic and an interface 92 for 
lower layer traffic. A traffic message block 93 is connected to 
the network via the interfaces 91 and 92. A failure control 
block 94 is connected to a clock 95, a broadcasting block 96, 
a registration block 98 and a message selecting block 97. The 
latter sends the traffic messages M1 to the traffic message 
block 93 in an alternative N3 and in an alternative Y3 it sends 
failure protocol messages such as F1 and R1 to the failure 
control block 94. The node EN4 also has a registration block 
98 which contains the two abovedescribed tables Table 1 and 
Table 2. The node EN4 leaves the regular traffic unchanged 
and does not broadcast the alive messages A1, A2 and A3. It 
follows the arrival of these messages with the aid of the tables 
Table 1 and Table 2, as described above. However, when the 
notifier nodes do not fulfil their role the node having no 
special role broadcasts from the broadcasting block 96 the 
failure messages F1, F3 or the repaired messages R1, R2, R3 
if a failure appears or disappears, respectively. As with the 
emitter node EN3 the failure control block 94 in the node EN4 
controls the VLAN switching. In FIG.9b is shown an alter 
native which only describes the failure handling parts in the 
node having no special role. The node lacks the traffic mes 
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sage block 93 and has interfaces 91b and 92b for upper and 
lower layer data units. The rest of the blocks are the same as 
in FIG. 9a. 

In FIG. 4 is shown a flow chart over a first part of the failure 
handling method described in connection with FIGS. 1, 2 and 
3. The method starts with a step 41, in which the emitter nodes 
are pointed out, e.g. the node EN3 in the packet network 
NW1. In a step 42 the notifier nodes are pointed out. In a step 
43 the VLANs, VLAN1 to VLAN3, between the nodes are 
defined, which can be made with the aid of the spanning trees 
and the protocol MSTP as described above. The consecutive 
keep alive periods KAP are determined in a step 44 and in a 
step 45 the detection intervals DI within the keep alive periods 
are determined. In a step 46 the alive messages A1, A2, A3 are 
repeatedly broadcasted on the VLANs from the emitter 
nodes, irrespective if any of the VLANs is reported as failing. 

In FIG. 5 is shown a second and main part of the failure 
handling method. In the step 46 the alive messages are broad 
casted repeatedly as mentioned. In a step 501 the edge nodes 
check the arrival of the alive messages A1, A2, A3. In a next 
step 502 the nodes check if all the alive messages arrive 
within one of the detection intervals DI. If so, in an alternative 
Y1, the nodes check the next set of the alive messages. If any 
of the alive messages fail to arrive, an alternative N1, two 
things can happen. 

In a first case, if it is a notifier node that notes the failing 
alive message A2, it broadcasts the failure messages F1 and 
F3 in a step 503. In a step 504 the notifier node checks the 
arrival of the alive messages and in a step 505 the notifier node 
checks if all the alive messages arrive within one of the 
detection intervals DI. If not so, an alternative N2, the notifier 
node goes on checking the arrival of the alive messages in the 
step 504. In a step 505 the notifier node checks if all the alive 
messages arrive within one of the detection intervals DI. If not 
so, an alternative N2, the node once more checks the arrival of 
the alive messages in the step 504. If all the alive messages has 
arrived, an alternative Y2, the notifier node broadcasts the 
repaired messages R1,R2 and R3 in a step 506. The notifier 
node then returns to the step 501 and checks the arrival of the 
alive messages A1, A2, A3. 

In a second case, if it is a node that is neither emitter nore 
notifier, it checks the arrival of the failure messages F1, F3 in 
a step 507. This check is performed in the keep alive period 
following the keep alive period in which the missing alive 
message was noted. In a step 508, an alternative Y3, the 
failure messages have arrived and the node returns to the step 
501 and checks the arrival of the alive messages A1, A2, A3. 
In the step 508, an alternative N3, the failure messages have 
not arrived and the edge node broadcasts the failure messages 
F1, F3 in a step 509. In a step 510 the node checks the arrival 
of the alive messages and in a step 511 the node checks if all 
the alive messages arrived within one of the detection inter 
vals DI. If not so, an alternative N4, the node returns to the 
step 510 checking the arrival of the alive messages. If all the 
alive messages has arrived, an alternative Y4, the node broad 
casts the repaired messages R1,R2 and R3 in a step 512. The 
node then returns to step 501, checking the arrival of the alive 
messages. 

In FIG. 6 is shown a flow chart over a third part of the 
failure handling method. The nodes receive the failure mes 
sages in a step 61, which happens after either the step 503 or 
the step 509. In a step 62 the nodes stop transmitting the traffic 
messages on the failing VLAN VLAN2, exemplified by the 
message M1. The nodes on the VLANs receive the repair 
messages in a step 63 after either the step 506 or the step 512 
and begin to transmit the traffic messages again in a step 64. 
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12 
The above description of an embodiment of the invention 

involves a number of steps which are notabsolutely necessary 
all of them. A broader embodiment of the invention involves 
the following steps. Pointing out emitter nodes in step 41, 
defining the VLAN:s without the aid of the spanning tree 
protocol in step 43, determining the detection time intervals 
in step 45, broadcasting the alive messages in step 46, listen 
ing for the alive messages in step 501, indicating failing alive 
message in a node in step 502, broadcasting failure message 
from the indicating node in step 503 or step 509. 

There are reasons for involving also the other steps in the 
procedure. Pointing out Some of the nodes as notifier nodes is 
not necessary but makes the failure handling simple and fast. 
Also the determined keep alive periods makes the handling 
fast. If the notifier nodes are used the failure handling will be 
more robust if also the other nodes can broadcast the failure 
messages in the situations when the notifier nodes will miss a 
failure. After having broadcasted the failure message the fail 
ure handling can advantageously be completed with the 
method steps 504 to 506 or the steps 510 to 512 so that the 
traffic messages M1 can first be stopped and then, after the 
failure repair, be transmitted again in the steps 62 to 64. 

In FIGS. 1a and 1b is shown the network NW1 with four 
Switch nodes and four edge nodes and a bigger network is 
hinted. In a real case the networks are often much bigger with 
hundreds of nodes and more. It is to be noted that not every 
one of these nodes must be involved in the VLAN:s. Some of 
the nodes may be of less importance and can be set aside to 
simplify the failure handling for the rest of the nodes. In the 
embodiment in FIGS. 1a to 3d the spanning trees ST1, ST2 
and ST3 were configured and then the VLAN:s were assigned 
to the spanning trees. The spanning tree protocool MSTP 
offers a wellknown method but is not necessary for configur 
ing the VLAN:s. For e.g. smaller networks the VLANs can be 
configured case by case, keeping in mind that for any single 
failure at least one of the VLANs must be intact, connecting 
all the nodes which are of interest in the network. The network 
above has tree structure and the method allows any such 
network without any restriction on the tree structure. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. An arrangement in a tree-structured packet network for 

handling failures, said network having a plurality of intercon 
nected edge nodes and Switching nodes, wherein at least two 
different virtual local area networks (VLANs) each connecta 
predefined set of the nodes, said arrangement comprising: 

a first portion of the edge nodes of the VLANs configured 
as emitter nodes, said emitter nodes including means for 
periodically broadcasting alive messages to all of the 
nodes on the different VLANs within a restricted time 
interval; and 

a second portion of the edge nodes of the VLANs config 
ured as notifiers, said notifiers including: 
means for listening for the alive messages; 
means for determining that at least one of the alive 

messages failed to arrive within a periodically 
repeated detection time interval; and 

means for broadcasting on the VLANs, a failure mes 
sage for the VLAN associated with the missing alive 
message; 

wherein the plurality of edge nodes include means for 
noting consecutive keep-alive time periods, wherein 
each keep-alive time period includes one of the detection 
time intervals; 

wherein the means within the emitter nodes for periodi 
cally broadcasting alive messages includes means for 
broadcasting the alive messages at the beginning of the 
keep-alive time periods; and 
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wherein the means within the notifier nodes for broadcast 
ing a failure message includes means for broadcasting 
the failure message within the same keep-alive time 
period in which it is determined that at least one of the 
alive messages failed to arrive within a periodically 
repeated detection time interval. 

2. An arrangement in a tree-structured packet network for 
handling failures, said network having a plurality of intercon 
nected edge nodes and Switching nodes, wherein at least two 
different virtual local area networks (VLANs) each connecta 
predefined set of the nodes, said arrangement comprising: 

a first portion of the edge nodes of the VLANs configured 
as emitter nodes, said emitter nodes including means for 
periodically broadcasting alive messages to all of the 
nodes on the different VLANs within a restricted time 
interval; and 

a second portion of the edge nodes of the VLANs config 
ured as notifiers, said notifiers including: 
means for listening for the alive messages; 
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means for determining that at least one of the alive 

messages failed to arrive within a periodically 
repeated detection time interval; and 

means for broadcasting on the VLANs, a failure message for 
the VLAN associated with the missing alive message; 

wherein the means within the notifiers for determining that 
at least one of the alive messages failed to arrive within 
a periodically repeated detection time interval includes 
means for determining that at least one of the alive 
messages failed to arrive within first and second periodi 
cally repeated detection time intervals; and 

wherein the broadcasting means within the notifiers 
includes means for broadcasting on the VLANs, a failure 
message for the VLAN associated with the missing alive 
message within a predefined keep-alive time period after 
determining that the missing alive message failed to 
arrive within the second detection time interval. 


